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Despite Lack of Direct Regulation, AI Is No
Longer the ‘Wild West’
A Morrison & Foerster webinar examined the pressure that privacy laws such as the GDPR are
already putting on companies to be transparent in their use of AI.
BY FRANK READY

To see or not to see—that
is the question. Or at least it
was the one at the heart of
Wednesday’s “Privacy Issues
in AI: What Companies Need
To Know Before Deploying
AI” webinar hosted by law
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firm Morrison & Foerster.
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organizations could still run
afoul of any number of other
applicable regulations. Panelist Cecillia Xie, an associate at
Morrison & Foerster, said that
existing privacy laws such as
the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) already
place boundaries around many
aspects of AI, even if artificial
intelligence isn’t specifically
called out by name.
“The use of AI really isn’t
as much of a wild, wild west
as one might think because
there are privacy laws that
have overlap with the use of
AI. In the U.S., there’s consumer privacy laws, anti-discrimination laws and other
consumer protection laws,”
Xie said.
The common theme among
many of those different laws

or regulations is transparency
and explainability. In other
words, companies should
be able to explain how an
AI generated an outcome
in plain English, as well as
notify consumers, job applicants or employees how their
data will be used by such a
tool.
Xie used the example of a
job candidate who is asked
to provide data around their
ethnic origin that will eventually be fed into an AI system.
“Potentially the way in which
ethnic origin [data] might be
used could be surprising to
me, in which case you might
want to consider principles of
transparency and notice,” she
said.
Even with all of the appropriate notices in place,

companies may still want to be
wary about when and where
they use AI, especially if the
decisions being rendered are
tied to hiring decisions or
workplace opportunities.
Panelist Christine Lyon, a
partner at Morrison & Foerster, noted that organizations
are ultimately responsible for
any decision that’s reached
using a piece of AI software,
even if the technology in
question came from a third
party provider.
“’The algorithm made you
do it’ really isn’t going to
be a suitable defense,” Lyon
added.
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